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Product Overview 

The main purpose of VM Copy Tool is to help you clone virtual machines with their snapshot trees between different 

VMware ESX hosts and vCenters – even if you don’t use clusters or shared storage. Additionally, it enables you to 

accomplish a number of other scenarios, including copying of individual virtual disks or files between datastores of the 

same or different hosts as well as downloading or uploading datastore files locally or remotely. 

VM Copy Tool leverages the native VMware NFC (Network File Copy) protocol and Paragon’s unique data transfer 

technology. Optionally, for upload and download scenarios you may also utilize HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol). 

The current version has a command-line interface, which is going to be complemented by GUI in future releases. 

In this guide you will find the answers to many of the technical questions, which might arise while using our program. 
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Features 

 Supports any ESX or vCenter from 4.1 update 3 up to 6.0. 

 Object-oriented data processing for optimal performance (skips lazy data on virtual disks, etc.). 

 Copies VM files without registering virtual machines in the inventory of the virtual infrastructure. 

 Copies VMware virtual machines and their snapshot trees from one ESX host or vCenter to another with registering 

the VMs in the inventory. This operation is called “deployment” in terms of the program. 

 Saves all time stamps or only the latest snapshot while copying. 

 Enables you to copy virtual machines and connected external devices, e.g. ISO-images. 

 Transfers virtual machines between different vSpheres. 

 Searches for dependent disks on specified virtual machines. 

 Supports independent disks (skips for turned on VMs or copies the current state for turned off VMs without 

snapshots). 

 Supports linked disks, also known as “linked clones”. 
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System Requirements 

 Target Environment: 

- Hardware requirements: A 1-core CPU, 1024MB RAM, up to 15MB of free disk space. 

- Software requirements: A x64 Windows-based computer with .NET 4.0. Therefore, on Windows XP and Server 

2003 specified updates have to be present, while on Windows Vista, Server 2008 the utility works from the box. 

 Supported VMware hypervisors: ESX or vCenter 4.1 update 3 up to 6.0. 
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Getting Started 

The current version of the program is distributed as a ZIP archive and does not require installation. 

1. Make sure the system requirements are met. 

2. Extract files from the obtained ZIP archive to a separate folder. 

3. Run CMD. 

4. Type in “<path to the utility folder>\prm.utilities.vmcopytool.exe” to see the embedded help. 

 

5. Use the provided examples to accomplish operations. For more information on available commands, please 

consult Supported Commands. 
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Supported Commands 

VM Copy Tool recognizes the following commands: 

<load_command> 

Use it for exchanging data between a remote VMware datastore and a local file system. 

 

<load_command> 

 “download” to download a file from a datastore to a local computer via NFS. 

 “download-disk” to download a virtual disk file from a datastore to a local computer via NFS. 

 “http-download” to download a file from a datastore to a local computer via HTTP. 

 “upload” to upload a file from a local computer to a datastore via NFS. 

 “upload-disk” to upload a virtual disk file from a local computer to a datastore via NFS. 

 “http-upload” to upload a file from a local computer to a datastore via HTTP. 

Parameters 

 “server” to specify a vSphere DNS name or IP address. 

 “user” to specify a vSphere user name. 

 “password” to specify a vSphere user password. If you don’t want your password to be exposed, skip this parameter 

or use it in square brackets to enter your password later (recommended). 

 “remote-path” to specify a datastore file path. If you don’t set a destination folder name on a datastore, the 

specified file will be copied to the root directory. 

 “local-path” to specify a local file path. 

IMPORTANT! You should set file names for both, the source and target locations. 
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Examples 

1 Downloading file via NFS 

 

2 Uploading file via HTTP 
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<copy_command> 

Use it for exchanging data between datastores of the same or different ESX hosts or vCenters. 

 

<copy_command> 

 “copy-file” to copy a file from one ESX host or vCenter to another via NFS. 

 “copy-disk” to copy a virtual disk file from one ESX host or vCenter to another via NFS. 

Parameters 

 “server” to specify a vSphere DNS name or IP address where a file you’re going to copy is stored. 

 “user” to specify a vSphere user name. 

 “password” to specify a vSphere user password. If you don’t want your password to be exposed, skip this parameter 

or use it in square brackets to enter your password later (recommended). 

 “remote-path” to specify location of a file you’re going to copy. 

 “dest-path” to specify where you’d like this file copied. 

 “dest-server” to specify a DNS name or IP address of the destination server. 

 “dest-server-user” to specify a user name to access the destination server. 

 “dest-server-password” to specify a user password. If you don’t want your password to be exposed, skip this 

parameter or use it in square brackets to enter your password later (recommended). 
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Examples 

3 Copying virtual disk to another host 
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copy-vm 

Use it for copying an entire VM directory(ies) to a different ESX host or vCenter without registering VM in the inventory. 

Once the operation is completed you will need to register the copied VMs yourself. For more information, please 

consult VMware documentation. 

 

Parameters 

 “server” to specify a vSphere DNS name or IP address where the source virtual machine is resided. 

 “user” to specify a vSphere user name. 

 “password” to specify a vSphere user password. If you don’t want your password to be exposed, skip this parameter 

or use it in square brackets to enter your password later (recommended). 

 “vm-id” to specify MoRef ID (Managed Object Reference ID) of a virtual machine you’re going to copy. If you need to 

select several VMs, use a comma as delimiter. 

The MoRef ID is a VMware internal identifier generated by vSphere when a virtual machine is created in vCenter. 

This identifier is used by VMware solutions to reference objects within vCenter. 

 “vm-name” to specify name of a virtual machine you’re going to copy. If you need to select several VMs, use a 

comma as delimiter. 

 “dest-datastore” to specify a datastore where you’d like the selected VM(s) copied. If you specify this parameter, 

please make sure the “dest-path” parameter is not used. 

 “dest-server” to specify a DNS name or IP address of the destination server. 

 “dest-server-user” to specify a user name to access the destination server. 

 “dest-server-password” to specify a user password. If you don’t want your password to be exposed, skip this 

parameter or use it in square brackets to enter your password later (recommended). 

 “skip-error” By default, minor errors (e.g. if the specified destination directory doesn’t exist on the target datastore) 

will be ignored during copying. If you’d like the utility to stop if any error occurred, use this parameter with the 

“false” flag. 

 “suffix”. By default, the “_copy” suffix is automatically added to the the copied VM directory(ies). If necessary, you 

can change the default suffix to any of your choice. 
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Examples 

4 Copying VM directory to another host 
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get-depend-disks 

Use it for checking virtual machines for the presence of dependent disks. 

 

Parameters 

 “server” to specify a vSphere DNS name or IP address where the source virtual machine is resided. 

 “user” to specify a vSphere user name. 

 “password” to specify a vSphere user password. If you don’t want your password to be exposed, skip this parameter 

or use it in square brackets to enter your password later (recommended). 

 “vm-id” to specify MoRef ID (Managed Object Reference ID) of a virtual machine you’re going to check. If you need 

to select several VMs, use a comma as delimiter. 

The MoRef ID is a VMware internal identifier generated by vSphere when a virtual machine is created in vCenter. 

This identifier is used by VMware solutions to reference objects within vCenter. 

 “vm-name” to specify name of a virtual machine you’re going to check. If you need to select several VMs, use a 

comma as delimiter. 

Examples 

5 Getting dependent disks status for two VMs 
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deploy-vm 

Use it for copying a VMware virtual machine(s) and its snapshot tree from one ESX host or vCenter to another with 

registering the VM(s) in the inventory of the virtual infrastructure. 

 

Parameters 

 “server” to specify a vSphere DNS name or IP address where the source virtual machine is resided. 

 “user” to specify a vSphere user name. 

 “password” to specify a vSphere user password. If you don’t want your password to be exposed, skip this parameter 

or use it in square brackets to enter your password later (recommended). 

 “vm-id” to specify MoRef ID (Managed Object Reference ID) of a virtual machine you’re going to copy. If you need to 

select several VMs, use a comma as delimiter. 

The MoRef ID is a VMware internal identifier generated by vSphere when a virtual machine is created in vCenter. 

This identifier is used by VMware solutions to reference objects within vCenter. 

 “vm-name” to specify name of a virtual machine you’re going to copy. If you need to select several VMs, use a 

comma as delimiter. 

 “dest-datastore” to specify a datastore where you’d like the selected VM(s) copied. 

 “dest-name” to specify a new directory name for the copied VM. 

 “vmfolder-name” to specify a vSphere Folder to place the copied VM(s). If not set, the target machine(s) will be 

placed to the root.  

 “rp-name” to specify a resource pool to place the copied VM(s). If not set, the target machine(s) will be placed to 

the root. 

 “dest-server” to specify a DNS name or IP address of the destination server. 

 “dest-server-user” to specify a user name to access the destination server. 

 “dest-server-password” to specify a user password. If you don’t want your password to be exposed, skip this 

parameter or use it in square brackets to enter your password later (recommended). 

 “copy-image” to also copy external devices connected to the copied VM(s), e.g. ISO-images. 
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 “skip-error” By default, minor errors (e.g. if the specified destination directory doesn’t exist on the target datastore) 

will be ignored during copying. If you’d like the utility to stop if any error occurred, use this parameter with the 

“false” flag. 

 “suffix”. By default, if the “dest-datastore” parameter is used, then the “_copy” suffix is automatically added to the 

the copied VM directory(ies). If necessary, you can change the default suffix to any of your choice. 

 “last-snapshot” to only copy the latest snapshot from the tree. 

 “copy-bios” to also copy a “*.nvram” file (BIOS) from the source VM directory. This file contains the latest BIOS 

configuration and it will be applied to all snapshots of the copied VM. If you don’t use this parameter, all 

timestamps of the copied VM will run with the default BIOS settings. For more information, please consult Known 

Issues. 

 “use-common-disks-analise” to also check the target virtual machine(s) for the presence of dependent disks. 

 “copy-indep-disks” to force copying independent (persistent/nonpersistent) disks. 

 

Examples 

6 Deploying VM to another host 
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Known Issues 

1. When deployed a virtual machine with snapshots that contain quotation marks in their names to a ESX 6.xx 

host, all quotation marks are replaced by “%22”. Unfortunately, VMware doesn’t allow quotation marks in 

snapshot names since ESX 6.0. 

2. When deployed a Windows 7 or Server 2008 virtual machine with a static IP configuration, it changes to 

dynamic on the copied VM. This problem occurs only with VMXNET3 adapters. It’s a known issue described in 

the following VMware KB article:  

 https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=10

20078. 

3. The utility running on Windows XP or Server 2003 fails to download a file from a remote datastore with the 

following error: "Received an unexpected EOF or 0 bytes from the transport stream". It’s a known issue 

described in the following VMware KB articles:  

 https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=20

49143  

 https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=20

31053. 

4. When deployed a virtual machine with snapshots that have different BIOS configurations, the latest BIOS 

configuration is applied to all snapshots of the target VM. It’s a known issue and will be fixed in future releases. 

Error Codes 

errorcode -1 – An invalid command. 

errorcode 0 – An operation completed successfully. 

errorcode 1 – An unknown error occurred. 

errorcode 10 – No specified resource pool exists on the destination host. 

errorcode 11 – No specified vSphere Folder exists on the destination host. 

errorcode 30 – Failed to copy a .nvram file. 

errorcode 31 – No .nvram file exists in the source VM directory. 

errorcode 40 – An independent disk was skipped during copying. 

https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=1020078
https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=1020078
https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=2049143
https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=2049143
https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=2031053
https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=2031053

